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FDI hits all time high 

Foreign direct investment to Bangladesh surged 51 percent last fiscal year to its highest on record, riding largely

on Japan Tobacco Inc’s acquisition of Akij Group’s tobacco business for $1.47 billion. In 2018-19, net FDI stood at

$3.88 billion in contrast to $2.58 billion a year earlier, according to data from the central bank. “The rise in the FDI

last fiscal year will not bring any positive impact for the country. This will not create any fresh investment or give a

boost to exports,” said Ahsan H Mansur, executive director of the Policy Research Institute of Bangladesh. Japan

Tobacco has made the investment focusing on the domestic market of Bangladesh and there is no scope to recruit

additional workers from the domestic workforce for the existing industry, he said. “This is a one-off investment

and indicated that FDI flow may decrease this fiscal year,” said Mansur, also a former economist of International

Monetary Fund. Japan Tobacco, one of the largest tobacco companies in the world, completed the acquisition of

Dhaka Tobacco, a concern of Akij Group, in November last year, in what was the biggest ever single FDI in

Bangladesh. Bangladesh advanced eight notches to 168th out of 190 counties in this year’s ranking. “But, the

progress is not good enough to win the confidence of foreign businesses,” Mansur said.
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https://www.thedailystar.net/business/news/fdi-hits-all-time-high-1826473

ইউররোরের ২৮ দেরের ২১টিরেই রফেোনি করেরে

অঞ্চল হিসেসে োাংলাসেশী পসযের অন্েতম েিৃৎ রফতাহন্ োজার ইউসরাপ। এ অঞ্চসলও কসমসে োাংলাসেশী পযে রফ

তাহন্। পহরোংখ্োন্ অন্ুযায়ী, চলহত অর্ থেেসরর প্রর্ম চার মাসে ইউসরাসপর ২৮টি দেসশর মসযে ২১টিসত রফতাহন্ ক

দমসে ৮ শতাাংসশর দেহশ।জাতীয় রাজস্ব দোসডথর (এন্হেআর) তসর্ের হিহিসত রফতাহন্ পহরোংখ্োন্ প্রকাশ কসর রপ্তা

ন্ী উন্নয়ন্ েুেসরা (ইহপহে)। পহরোংখ্োসন্ দেখ্া যায়, একক দেশ হিসেসে োাংলাসেসশর রফতাহন্র অন্েতম প্রযান্ োজার

 জাম থাহন্। চলহত অর্ থেেসরর চার মাসে জাম থাহন্েি ইউসরাসপর ২১টি দেসশ োাংলাসেসশর পযে রফতাহন্ িসয়সে ৬৬৯ 

দকাটি ৪৮ লাখ্ ৯৮ িাজার ৯৮৫ ডলাসরর। গত অর্ থেেসরর একই েমসয় ২১টি দেসশ রফতাহন্ িসয়হেল ৭৩০ দকাটি ১

৩ লাখ্ ৯৫ িাজার ৩২১ ডলাসরর। এ হিোসে ২১ দেসশ পযে রফতাহন্ কসমসে ৮ েশহমক ৩ শতাাংশ।আর োহে থকিাসে 

ইউসরাসপর ২৮ দেসশ োাংলাসেসশর রফতাহন্ কসমসে ৭ েশহমক ৩৬ শতাাংশ। ইহপহের পহরোংখ্োন্ অন্ুযায়ী, চলহত অ

র্ থেেসরর প্রর্ম চার মাসে ইউসরাসপর ২৮টি দেসশ োাংলাসেশ দর্সক পযে রফতাহন্ িসয়হেল ৭১২ দকাটি ৯৬ লাখ্ ২৬ 

িাজার ৩৩৭ ডলাসরর। গত অর্ থেেসরর একই েমসয় পযে রফতাহন্ িসয়হেল ৭৬৯ দকাটি ৬২ লাখ্ ৬৪ িাজার ৫০৯ ড

লাসরর।জাম থাহন্ োড়া ইউসরাসপর দযেে দেসশ োাংলাসেসশর পযে রফতাহন্ কসমসে দেগুসলা িসলা অহিয়া, দেলজজয়া

ম, েুলসগহরয়া, োইপ্রাে, দচক হরপােহলক, দডন্মাকথ, দেন্, হফন্লোন্ড, ফ্রান্স, যুক্তরাজে, দরাসয়হশয়া, আয়ারলোন্ড, ই

তাহল, হলরু্য়াহন্য়া, লািহিয়া, দন্োরলোন্ডে, পতত থগাল, দরামাহন্য়া, েুইসডন্ ও দলািাহকয়া। এর মসযে জাম থাহন্সত কসমসে

 ১০ শতাাংশ। 
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Government to form employment dept

The government has taken an initiative to establish an Employment Department under the Ministry of Labour and

Employment in an effort to produce skilled manpower and provide them with jobs. The ministry has recently

formed a committee, headed by additional secretary Sakeun Nahar Begum, to take the initiative towards forming

an Employment Department under the ministry. Although the ministry was responsible for adopting and

implementing the employment plan in the country, it had little scope to do so due to a lack of the proper policy in

place, government officials said. Earlier, a total of 26 Technical Training Centres (TTC) were established across the

country under a project of the ministry but the government had attached the TTCs with the Ministry of

Expatriates’ Welfare and Overseas Employment in 2013, they said. According to officials of the ministry, the

government’s decision to attach the TTCs with the Ministry of Expatriates’ Welfare and Overseas Employment had

shortened the ministry’s scope to work with employment.

http://www.newagebd.net/article/90478/government-to-form-employment-dept

Govt’s bank borrowing swells to Tk 33,587cr in 4 months

The government’s net borrowing from the banking system surged with the figure standing at Tk 33,586.94 crore in

just four months (July-October) of the current fiscal year 2019-20 against Tk 535.90 crore in the same period of FY

2018-19. Economists said that a slowdown in sales of national savings certificates, another major source of the

government’s domestic borrowing, and the stagnancy in revenue collection by the National Board of Revenue

were the reasons for the sharp rise in the government’s borrowing from the banking sector. The borrowing might

reach Tk 1,00,000 crore in FY20, leaving the government in a challenging situation to meet budget deficit, they

said. As per the latest data, the NBR faced a shortfall of Tk 14,907 crore in revenue collection in the first quarter of

FY20. Besides, the net sales of NSCs dropped by 59.59 per cent year-on-year in the July-August period of the

current fiscal year because of tightening of sales process and hike in tax on interest.
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Export slump continues amid global trade uncertainty 

The country’s export earnings have continued to slump as the major economies of the world are facing recession

amid the US-China trade war, reducing the buying aspirations of consumers, say experts. Consumers around the

world are spending less on almost everything, which is being reflected in the poor work order placed by renowned

brands. Though the global market size of apparel exports is USD 600 billion, the total value of exports was only

USD 440 billion last year, the experts add. Export earnings in October of FY2019–20 fell by 17.19 per cent to USD

3.07 billion from USD 3.71 billion in the same month of the last fiscal year due to a worldwide sluggish demand

and lower shipments of apparel items, say industry insiders.     According to the Export Promotion Bureau, export

earnings from the RMG sector in the first four months (July–October) of FY2019–20 fetched USD 10.57 billion,

decreasing by 6.67 per cent to USD 11.33 billion compared to the same period of FY 2018–19.

http://www.theindependentbd.com/post/223461
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https://www.thedailystar.net/business/news/aci-share-gains-17pc-dse-blunder-1826455

Robi to shed jobs 

Robi is set to offer its first voluntary separation scheme (VSS) to its 1,650 employees as a few hundreds of them

have been sitting idle for almost a year thanks to the operator’s ongoing tussles with the regulator. For instance,

the Bangladesh Telecommunication Regulatory Commission (BTRC) has stopped issuing any kind of approval

needed to roll out new packages or services or import network equipment to the operator since July over its

claims of Tk 867.24 crore in unpaid dues. And since January many other no-objection certificates have been barred

for the operator. As a result, a good few hundred employees have been sitting idle for close to a year, leaving

them in a state of ennui. And the regulatory dispute is unlikely to be resolved any time soon. Recently, Robi

management have decided to offer additional early settlement remuneration with its regular service benefits like

gratuities and provident funds. The management estimate that its employee headcount will come down to 1,000

after the scheme.

https://www.thedailystar.net/business/news/robi-shed-jobs-1826464

The Bangladesh Securities and Exchange Commission on Tuesday removed audit firm ATA Khan and Co Chartered

Accountants from its auditors’ panel for continuing to audit a firm’s financial statements beyond three years,

violating rules. The market regulator on the day also revised its auditor panel, declaring 38 chartered accountants

firms eligible for auditing financial statements of listed securities. ATA Khan and Co, which audited the financial

statements of Generation Next for more than three years in violation of the securities rules, also failed to include 

the violation into its audit option. In addition, the commission also sent a letter to the Institute of Chartered

Accountants of Bangladesh to take action against the firm. The commission at the meeting also asked Ali Securities

Ltd to pay outstanding dues of 14.65 lakh to its client Nowsher Ahmed within 30 days. The regulator also

uncovered that the authorised representative of the brokerage house, Sayed Tanvir Ahmed, provided a forged

portfolio statement to Nowsher.

ACI share gains 17pc on DSE blunder

ACI’s share price rose 17 percent to hit Tk 270 in less than half an hour’s trading yesterday all because of an

incorrect information disseminated by Dhaka Stock Exchange. In a web posting, the premier bourse showed that

ACI’s earnings per share stood at Tk 5.19 in the positive for the July-September quarter of 2019. It actually was Tk

5.99 in the negative. As it was the first day after ACI’s disclosure about the loss, there was no trading curb or

circuit breaker, which allowed the share price to rise with demand and supply. The DSE corrected the disclosure

after around half an hour of trading. However, the stock ended the day at Tk 243, which was 6 percent higher than

that the previous day. The panel will submit its report within next Sunday. However, market analysts said ACI’s

declaration of 115 percent dividend despite making the first loss in five years of Tk 74 crore in 2018-19 might have

influenced the investors into buying its shares.
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BSEC removes auditor ATA Khan from panel

http://www.newagebd.net/article/90479/bsec-removes-auditor-ata-khan-from-panel
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In a desperate move for better prices, Bangladeshi garment exporters are planning to hold rallies and human

chains in major European cities to create awareness among the end consumers. The activist move comes after

brands opposed the idea of fixing a base price for garment items. At present, as many as 39 percent of the

garment manufacturers are selling garment items to buyers at prices lower than the production costs, according to 

a survey of the Fair Wear Foundation, an Amsterdam-based organisation that works to improve labour conditions

in garment factories. The reason garment makers resort to the desperate move is that insolvency safeguard

mechanism is absent, said Rubana Huq, president of the Bangladesh Garment Manufacturers and Exporters

Association, the sector’s apex trade body. “The data mentioned in the report not only reflects the desperate move

by the factories to retain their customers, but also their struggle to avoid any situation leading to insolvency since

there is no legal route to safely exit from their investments.” The cost of production of apparel items increased 30

percent between 2014 and 2018, she said. Furthermore, the minimum wage of the garment workers has

increased 51 percent since December last year. Between fiscal years 2015-16 and 2018-19, the industry’s value

addition has gone down 1.61 percent though apparel exports have increased from $28.10 billion to $34.13 billion

during the period.

Wednesday, November 13, 2019

GP becomes largest tax payer again

Leading mobile operator Grameenphone has become the highest tax payer of the country again, said a press

release on Tuesday.  The National Board of Revenue has recognised GP as the highest tax payer for the year 2014,

2015, 2016, 2017 for the corresponding assessment year 2015-2016, 2016-2017, 2017-2018 and 2018-19 in the

telecommunication category, it said. According to the release, GP has paid Tk 73,085 crore to the national

exchequer since its inception in the form of taxes, VAT, duties, fees, 4G licence and spectrum assignment,

equating to 54 per cent of its total revenues. Grameenphone CEO Michael Foley said, ‘This is a testament that

Grameenphone pays its dues. We are pleased that Grameenphone is being recognised and honoured as the top

tax-payer of Bangladesh by the National Board of Revenue.’ He said, ‘We are proud to have made such a

significant contribution towards the government expenditure on economic infrastructure like roads, education,

healthcare system and social welfare that will benefit all people of Bangladesh.’ GP will also participate in the

inauguration of the Annual Tax Fair starting on November 14, 2019 to portray their solidarity with the practice of

lawful tax payment system, the release said.

http://www.newagebd.net/article/90484/gp-becomes-largest-tax-payer-again

RMG exporters to go all out for fair prices 

https://www.thedailystar.net/business/news/rmg-exporters-go-all-out-fair-prices-1826470
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Income tax fair begins tomorrow

The weeklong national income tax fair is set to begin tomorrow across the country to provide services related to

income tax payment to existing taxpayers, encourage potential taxpayers to pay the tax and raise awareness

among the people about tax payment. Along with other prevailing services, taxpayers will be able to pay their

income tax using mobile financial services including Bkash and Rocket for the first time from the first day of the tax

fair, National Board of Revenue chairman Md Mosharraf Hossain Bhuiyan said at a press briefing on Tuesday. The

revenue board arranged the briefing at its auditorium in Dhaka on the occasion of the 10th nationwide tax fair.

The NBR introduced the fair in 2010. This year, seven-day long income tax fair will be held at seven divisional

cities, four-day fair at 56 district headquarters, two-day fair at 48 upazilas and one-day fair at eight upazilas.

Hopefully, corporate taxpayers will maintain actual books of accounts once the NBR would be able to implement

the plan.

http://www.newagebd.net/article/90475/income-tax-fair-begins-tomorrow

UK unemployment rate dips to new 45-year low

British unemployment has hit a fresh 45-year low, official data showed Tuesday in a mixed labour market snapshot

before a UK general election and Brexit. The unemployment rate declined to 3.8 per cent in the three months to

September, the Office for National Statistics (ONS) said in a statement. That was the lowest level since the final

quarter of 1974, and compared with 3.9 per cent in the three months to August 2019. At the same time, the ONS

said the number of people in work declined by 58,000 to 32.75 million in the quarter. That was the heaviest

quarterly fall since May 2015. "The latest jobs data are a mixed bunch but overall show a softening trend,

indicating that the labour market is now undeniably faltering in the face of overall soft domestic economic activity,

a weakening global economy and heightened Brexit and domestic political uncertainties," said EY Item Club

economist Howard Archer.

https://today.thefinancialexpress.com.bd/trade-market/uk-unemployment-rate-dips-to-new-45-

year-low-1573580832

Alibaba’s Singles’ Day sales hit record $38b 

Chinese shoppers set new records for spending during the annual  “Singles’ Day” buying spree despite an

economic slowdown and worries over the US trade war, with state media calling it a sign of China’s rising

economic strength. E-commerce giant Alibaba said consumers spent $38.3 billion on its platforms on Monday

during the world’s biggest 24-hour shopping event, up 26 percent from the previous all-time high mark set last

year. The growth rate slowed slightly, however, from the 27 percent increase last year and 39 percent in 2017.

Alibaba’s main domestic competitor JD.com, which holds an 11-day promotion ending at midnight on November

11, said early Tuesday it had handled sales over that stretch totalling $29.2 billion, which was up 30 percent. US

President Donald Trump has repeatedly said his tariffs on Chinese goods have put the country’s economy on the

ropes. A range of other e-tailers and retailers also have jumped in.
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